
THE GEOGRAPHY FRONT – A World Geography Tournament 

MODERATOR: Rounds consist of 30 questions. There are 3 tiebreakers to be used only in case of a tie. If for any reason a tossup 
needs to be thrown out, please request a replacement from the tournament director. This tournament uses an early-answer reward 
system called “boost marks.” A correct answer given as a result of a buzz made as the boldened text is read will be rewarded with 20 
points, all other answers will receive 10 points. Incorrect answers given before the end of the question will receive a 5-point penalty. 

Round 1 

 

1. One group of people living on this waterway claim descent from the Lhan and Mante, legendary members of the 
Three Hundred Peoples whose true descendants are believed to be hiding in the forests above it. The Loncong are the 
largest of a group of peoples first described by Wang Dayuan as patrollers of this waterway. Those peoples were key 
to piracy control in this passage, a kingmaker for a certain Iskandar Shah, who founded a capital at the mouth of the Bertam 
River, and those pirates were based at islands like Rupat and Bengkalis. This passage is slowly filling with silt from the 
Kampar, Siag and Rokog Rivers. The western island of We and the eastern Riau Islands sit at the entrances of this funnel 
shaped passage which was named for a rubber-shipping port containing a large Baba Chinese population. The Acehnese 
people were the first converts to Islam on this strait through which Islam spread to Java and the Philippines via trade. FTP, 
what is this passage between the island of Sumatra and the Malay Peninsula? 

Answer: Strait of Malacca 

2. The petroglyphs of Oukaimeden (oo-KEI-me-den) are found in a valley northeast of this mountain. The Dome of Ifni 
is located across a gorge from this mountain, which is located at the junction of the Adrar n’Tichk (a-DRAR n 
TISHK) with the ridge of the Quimeksane (kwi-mek-SA-nee). The Sidi Charamouch (sha-ra-MOOSH) is a marabout 
(MER-a-bawt) shrine located on a route which follows the gorge of the Issougouani (is-soo-GWA-nee) to this 
mountain. The Tizi n’Ouanoums (TI-zi nwa-NOOMS) is a pass on the west side of this location, and the Ikhibi Nord 
reaches a col that also accesses Mounts Imouzzer and Tibherine (tib-her-EEN). A national park containing this mountain 
also preserves the Irhoulidene (i-GHOO-li-deen) Cascade and is accessed via the town of Aremd. The principal trail 
accessing this peak begins at Imlil at the head of the Mizane Valley. This mountain supplies the meltwater for the system of 
khettara canals which supply the city of Marrakech. FTP, name this highest peak in the Atlas Mountains. 

Answer: Jebel Toubkal 

3. A prominent example of this type of feature is known as Porsanginvuono (por-sang-in-VWO-no) by a Kven 
population living on it. A statue called the Havmann was built in the middle of one of these features in the town of Mo-
i-Rana. The Kjeragbolten (KYE-rag-bol-ten) Boulder is wedged in a cleft above another one. Two of them surround a 
mountain range locally called the Lyngen Alps. Many examples of these features were created by the descending arms of the 
Jostedalsbreen (yos-TE-dals-breen). The Flam Railway traces a branch of the longest one, and waterfalls known as the Suitor, 
Seven Sisters and Bridal Veil empty into another example. That one is crossed by ferry from Hellesylt (HEL-le-seelt) to 
Geiranger (gai-ran-GER). The southernmost example, which is known for its apple orchards, is towered over by Pulpit Rock, 
and strikes inland as far as the Hardanger (har-dan-GER) Plateau. FTP, the cities of Tromsø, Ålesund, (AH-le-sund) and 
Stavanger lie at the entrances of what glacier-carved coastal features of Norway? 

Answer: Fjords 

4. A well known as the Myrtle III once leaked gas from the Walloon Coal into this basin via the associated Springbok 
inflow. Witjira (wi-JI-ra) National Park contains several mound formations linked to this basin. A copper-uranium 
mine operating at Roxby Downs in this basin, the Olympic Dam mine, is the principle draw on this resource. The 
Eromanga (air-o-MANG-a) and Surat Basins lie west and east of this region that is crossed by the Gray Range. A geothermal 
plant near Birdsville once relied on this resource, and deep bores, such as Beel’s Bore near Cunnamulla (cun-na-MULL-a), 
have mostly elevated temperatures. This remnant of the Illawarra Sea is bracketed on the north by the Selwyn Range, and is 
located between Coober Pedy and Darling Downs from east to west. FTP, name this giant aquifer located beneath the 
Simpson Desert mostly under Queensland, Australia, whose name also denotes a type of gravity-fed spring. 

Answer: Great Artesian Basin or Aquifer (prompt on “Simpson Desert,” though they are not exactly continuous) 

5. A major economic blow to this city’s Manshiyat Naser (man-shi-YAT na-SER) ward occurred with the slaughter of its 
swine population in 2009, which supported a population of poor Christians, the Zabbaleen, who process much of this 
city’s refuse. Up to one million residents of this city dwell beneath the Muqattam Hills in the cemeteries of its al-Qarafa 
district. This city’s northwestern Bulaq district is its industrial zone, and its largest district is extended by Al-Jamaliyyah (al-



ja-ma-LEE-ya) and the Shariah Gate. Its central walled city’s Khan al-Kalili bazaar is found near its al-Azhar Mosque. The 
island of Jazira is found in its urbanized core, which also includes its Garden City, which is centered on Tahrir Square. In 
2030, an unnamed new city will replace this city as its nation’s capital. FTP, name this city containing the ruins of Heliopolis 
(hee-lee-AH-po-lis) lying northeast of the oldest of the seven wonders of the ancient world, the successor city to Memphis 
and current capital of Egypt. 

Answer: Cairo or al-Mansuriyyah 

6. Abbott Peak is an extinct vent on this peak, and the Helo Cliffs were named for a wrecked helicopter abandoned on its 
north face. The only active phonolite eruptions on Earth come from this volcano which produces a namesake type of 
anorthoclase (a-NORTH-o-klays) crystal. A route up this volcano passes Williams Cliff and the Three Sisters Cones 
before reaching Cashman Crags and the respite of Hooper’s Shoulders, and begins adjacent to the Harne Glacier at 
Cape Evans. The remnant rim of a previous crater forms a series of cliffs called Fang Ridge on this mountain. The northwest 
slopes of this volcano overlook Wohlschlag (VOL-shlag) Bay. A TE-109 aircraft from New Zealand crashed here after flying 
over Lewis Bay. A hut belonging to Ernest Shackleton is at the base of this mountain which shares an island with Mt. Terror 
and is known for its ice fumaroles. FTP, name this southernmost active volcano in the world located on Ross Island in 
Antarctica. 

Answer: Mt. Erebus 

7. In its high reaches the Mambucaba (mam-bu-KA-ba) Path accesses several waterfalls which cascade from this 
formation, while the deep Itaimbezinho (ih-taym-be-ZEEN-yo) Canyon forms a state border through it in its south. 
That section also contains the large portico of the Casa de Pedra Cave and the speleothems of the Santana Cave. The 
Aimores Range is part of this formation in the north. West of Caxias (KASH-as) do Sul it is known as the Serra Geral 
(jer-AL), and is penetrated by the Iguape, and between that portion and the Mantequeira (man-te-KEI-ra) it is known as the 
Serra do Mar. That portion abuts the Paranaguá (pa-ra-na-GWA) Bay. The Atlantic Forest survives in conservation areas in 
its Caparao and Serra do Bocaina National Parks. The São Francisco River is the longest of the watercourses that flows east 
from this formation that reaches its height in the range of the Órgãos, where it is punctured by Guanabara (gwan-a-BA-ra) 
Bay, and contains the Pico da Bandeira, its highest point. FTP, name this 1,600-mile-long cliff found along the eastern coast 
of Brazil. 

Answer: Great Escarpment or Serra do Mar or Serra Geral before those things are mentioned 

8. Strabo first described a marsh in this physiographic region called Lugeon, whose disappearance was later explained 
by Johann Weckhart von Valvasor. The Turn Hill is surrounded by the village of Štanjel (SHTAN-yel) overlooking 
the Vipava Valley in this region. An extension of this region is the Rosandra Valley, whose deep gorge is characteristic 
of its nation’s Dolina District. The western edge of this area is a continuation of the Učka (ooch-KA), and is known as its 
rim. The Reca (RE-tsa) River has carved an underground canyon that runs through this region’s Škocjan (shkots-YAN) Cave; 
more famous is Predjama Castle (pred-YA-ma), which is carved into the side of a cave inside a cliff. This plateau’s southern 
edge is in northern Istria, and it terminates at the Cliffs of Duino, which stand over the Gulf of Sistiana northeast of Trieste. 
FTP, name this Slovenian plateau that gives its name to a type of dissolution topography characterized by caves and towers 
associated with limestone. 

Answer: The Karst Plateau or Kras (prompt on “Western Slovenia” before Rosandra Valley is mentioned; prompt on “Goriška”) 

9. National parks in this transnational region include The Impenetrable, a former ranch called La Fidelidad whose 
owner was murdered for possession of it. This region’s indigenous Ayoreode (ey-o-REE-o-day) and Chiquitano (chi-
ki-TA-no) peoples protect its endemic peccary, the tauga, in a national park known as the “Kaa-Iya of” this region. 
This area has its continent’s highest concentration of Plautdietsch (PLAUT-deech) speakers which are connected with 
its Mennonite population. This is the only home of the pink fairy armadillo and the southern limit of the range of the nine-
banded armadillo. This region’s Pirity Basin is a source of oil. The frequent clash of the friagem and pampero airmasses 
above this region produces that continent’s “Pasillo de Tornados.” The north end of this region is the Izozog Swamp, and the 
Bermejo (ber-ME-ho) and Pilcomayo (pil-co-MEY-o) divide it into its Austral, Central and Boreal demarcations. FTP, name 
this giant South American plain, the setting of a 20th Century conflict between Paraguay and Bolivia. 

Answer: Gran Chaco 

10. The Raniban Forest Preserve is located to the northwest of this city. A retired field marshal, using funds acquired in a 
game of cowrie shells, built this city’s Swapna Bagaicha, or Garden of Dreams, whose sections are divided by its 
nation’s six seasons. A six-way junction lies at the center of this city’s Asan Tole Market, which is near its central district of 
Thamel. The child-eating demon Guru Mapa supposedly haunts this city’s Itum Courtyard, while an elected goddess 



representing the female essence of devi dwells at its Kumari Bahal. A temple founded by Raja Lachmina Singh gives this city 
its name, which means “wood temple.” The Hanuman Dhoka is found in this city’s Palace Square, which was badly damaged 
by a 2015 earthquake centered in the Little Himalayas. FTP, name this capital of Nepal. 

Answer: Kathmandu 

11. This city’s offshore island of Changuu once served as its prison, and along with Bawi served up most of the coral used 
in its construction. The Masingini (ma-san-GI-ni) Ridge stands over this city to its east.  Its native inhabitants, the 
Tumbatu and Hadimu, refer to themselves as Shirazi, a reference to a Persian colony that once assimilated into its 
population. Illicit slaves were stored at this city’s slave caves following slavery’s abolition, and it lies east of a town whose 
name means “lay down your heart,” the terminus of a slave trail at Bagamoyo (bag-a-MOY-o) which later became a German 
administrative center. This city features an Arab fort which was actually built by the Portuguese. The Beit al-Ajaib, or “house 
of wonders” in this city was the residence of a ruler who relocated to it from Musqat. FTP, name this clove-trading settlement 
on the island of Unguja, a former sultanate known for its stone town off the coast of Tanzania. 

Answer: Zanzibar 

12. The Bellows Pipe Trail begins ascending this mountain by following Notch Brook, while another route passes Round 
Rock Vista as it skirts the cliff face of Jones Nose. An author who referred to this peak as Porphyrogenitus (por-fi-ro-
JEN-i-tus) dedicated his seventh novel to it, and a poet stated its summit sends a welcome from a “cloud 
gilded…purple throne.” That summit was rounded by a now-retreated glacier that left behind the Lanesborough Balanced 
Rock and carved its cirque, the Hopper. Its taiga-boreal forest also covers Saddle Ball Peak and Mount Fitch. A veteran’s 
memorial tower which quotes from George Eliot’s poem “The Choir Invisible” stands on this peak from which the Comet 
Dorati was photographed by an observatory of Williams College. This peak, on which a wandering penitent commits suicide 
in a lime-kiln, connects the Hoosac Range with the Green Mountains. FTP, name this setting of “Ethan Brand,” whose profile 
from Pittsfield may have inspired Moby-Dick, located in the Berkshire range, the highest point in Massachusetts. 

Answer: Mount Greylock 

13. The confluence of the Bafi and Bagbe Rivers is one of the more accessible sources of this mineral in this country. The 
main producer of this commodity’s Bombali District is a mine at Makeni. The falls of the Sewa River are a fruitful 
source of its detrital form. Members of the Themne and Mende ethnic groups have been displaced by the extraction of 
this mineral in this country. The Yenguema (yen-GWE-ma) Mine in the district of Kono is a source of this mineral, which is 
north of the Tongo-Tonguma field, its nation’s largest commercial operation. Much of this mineral is sourced in this 
country’s Eastern Province at Kenema, as well as the Southern Province around the city of Bo. Foday Sankoh became a 
leader of this industry in this country despite a death sentence for crimes against humanity. FTP, name this once nationalized 
mineral often traded for weapons in this country, an example of which was a 900-carat specimen from Koidu known as its 
country’s “star.” 

Answer: Diamonds from Sierra Leone 

14. The Avam ethnic group is native to this peninsula, whose native languages include Dolgan and Nganasan (GAN-a-
san), whose speakers’ genetic pool contains its language family’s highest proportion of oriental haplogroups. 
Yamuneru Bay forms the largest area of wetlands on this peninsula, and makes up the eastern arm of its large namesake lake, 
which drains through the Byrranga Mountains. Most of its population lives along a river that empties into the Gulf of 
Khatanga. Nenets reindeer-herds roam this peninsula that includes Cape Chelyuskin (chel-YU-skin), and that along with 
Severnaya Zemlya (se-ver-NA-ya zem-LYA), separates the Kara and Laptev Seas. FTP, name this vast tundra-covered 
Russian peninsula, the northernmost in Asia. 

Answer: Taymyr Peninsula 

15. This city was constructed at the site of the Roman trading post of Poduca, and its name means “new village” in the 
local tongue. A monument dedicated to a prostitute who burned down her home to make way for this city’s water 
tank is the Aayi Mandapam Arch. An experimental city called Auroville is built around an ashram to the north of this 
city. The territory that includes this city, which includes the commune of Keraikal, contains the Villianur Temple, which 
dates to the times of the Cholla Empire. This city’s main library is known as the Romain Rolland Library. This city was a 
bastion of royalism under its governor Venant of Durfort, who was buried in its Notre Dame des Angels (NO-tre DAM de 
ONJ) cathedral. FTP, name this city on the Bay of Bengal, a union territory surrounded by Tamil Nadu which was the center 
of French colonialism in India. 

Answer: Pondicherry or Puducheri 



16. The Papa Vaka petroglyphs on this landmass exemplify the wildlife surrounding it, and the cave Ana Kai Tangata is 
noted for symbols of a society that targets the eggs of a creature found on the Kaokao (KOW-kow) seastacks and 
dwell in the dangerously steep village of Orongo. Much related to that cult is found at an anthropological museum on this 
landmass named for Sebastian Englert. The only river on this landmass flows from a bog crater on Mt. Aroi, but sinks into 
the porous rock flanking Maunu Terevaka (MAW-nu te-re-VA-ka) before reaching the sea. The half-mile wide Rano Kau 
provides the only potable water on this island. This island’s endemic toromiro (to-ro-MEE-ro) tree was nearly wiped out to 
create carvings which include its rongorongo tablets. The volcano Rano Raraku was a quarry for other carvings found on this 
island, many of which rest on platforms called ahu and may depict seafaring ancestors. FTP, name this Pacific island 
administered from Hanga Roa and owned by Chile known for its large Moai heads. 

Answer: Easter Island or Isla de Pascua or Rapa Nui or Paaseiland 

17. A pilgrim seeking the source of this river was once blocked by Altair on his way to Virgo, and it is the longer of the 
two rivers imbibed by a giant who desiccated while chasing the sun. This river crosses the peat bog of the Zoige  
wetlands in its upper reaches, where it is known as the River of the Peacock, but its drop steepens as it winds 
southeast, then northwest through its gorge through the A’nyêmaqên (ah-nyeh-mah-chen) Mountains and flows east 
between the Xiqing (hsi-cheng) and Laji Ranges. A cable car crosses this river on its way from the Temple of the White 
Cloud to the Temple of the White Pagoda. As it exits the high plateau it is forced north by the Quwu (chu-wu) Mountains, 
then east by the Yin Mountains before turning south in an arc around the Ordos Desert, and it encounters its sharpest bend as 
it absorbs the Wei below Hua Mountain after flowing over Hukou Falls. After losing most of its sedimentary load in the 
Sanmen Gorge, this river splits into the Majia and Xiaoqing (hsiow-ching) distributaries before entering the Bo Hai Sea just 
east of Dongling. FTP, name this river known for its large load of loess whose floods are referred to as “China’s Sorrow.” 

Answer: Yellow River or Huang He 

18. An expedition of a Dr. Silvio Zavatti may have involved seals on this landmass, but is more likely a hoax. Another 
conspiracy theory involving this landmass involves a flash observed by satellite, known as the Vela Incident. Its 
southwest coast contains the wind-lashed Benn Skerries, which are found beneath Rustad Knoll between it and Lars 
Island. Its even more rugged southeast coast contains the treacherous Williams Reef. Natural anchorage exists between 
Cape Valdivia and Cape Circumcision, but its best access point is the Nyrs Scree, whose meteorological observatory keeps 
getting destroyed by earthquakes. Except for the Svartstranda (svart-STRAN-da) Beach, all other access to this island is 
blocked by cliffs, or by the Horntvedt (horn-TVAYT) and Christiansen Glaciers which descend from Mt. Olav. A helicopter 
evacuation of Soviet ornithologists to the icebreaker Ob’ is posited to explain an abandoned lifeboat found in a lagoon on this 
island. FTP, name this sub-Antarctic island administered by Norway, the most remote land in the world. 

Answer: Bouvet Island or Bouvetøy 

19. The first international summit of these people occurred in 2005 in the Corn Islands. The community of Hopkins 
preserves a number of this peoples’ musical creations in the Lebeha Drumming Center. Some of the ancestors of this 
group had been confined to the Caravalle Peninsula, while others were victims of the Traité des Noirs (trai-TAY de 
NWOR) of Louis XIII. A largely debunked report by William Young concerning these people indicate that they are survivors 
of an attempted genocide on Bequia. Some of these people practice the once-banned Spiritual Baptist movement, which is 
making a comeback in their homeland, though many more practice the syncretic Dügü faith. A number of these people, who 
know their homeland as Yurumein, were first exiled to Baliceaux (BAH-li-so) and then Roatán following 18th Century 
rebellions, resulting in their large diaspora present in Honduras and Belize. FTP, name this mixed-race people group 
descending from the Arawaks and formerly enslaved Africans orginating on the island of St. Vincent. 

Answer: Garifuna 

20. One claimant to this feature posits a relationship of the rocks of its Geofizikov (ge-o-fee-ZEE-kov) Spur to a 
continental platform. The first of the structural and morphological information of this feature was collected in 1963 
when an entity called ARLIS II passed over it. The Marvin Spur parallels this feature on the west, but continues 
across the Makarov Basin as this feature bulges east, and it also abuts the Podvodnikov (pod-VOD-ni-kov) Basin. Another 
claimant posits a connection to it passes between the Wandel Sea and Cape Columbia from the Lincoln Shelf. The 
submersible Mir-II was used to plant a titanium flag on this feature. Seismic activity detected along the Nelson-Gakkel Ridge 
demonstrated that this western edge of the Amundsen Basin was not part of the mid-ocean ridge system. FTP, name this 
undersea mountain range disputed between Denmark, Canada and Russia that divides the Arctic Ocean into the Eurasian and 
Amerasian basins, named for a Russian polymath. 

Answer: Lomonosov Ridge 



21. This region’s main mountain range is a laccolith that is an extension of the Mount Ormonde Seamount whose Seixe 
(SAY-she) and Odiaxere (o-ja-SHE-re) Gorges have been mostly dessicated by the introduction of eucalyptus.  The 
Via Calcadinia (kal-ka-DEE-nya) is a Roman road that connects this region’s two urban centers. The Porta de Loule is 
an Almedina in a former capital of this region known by its conquerors as Al Shilb. Tavira is the main island off the coast of 
this region whose highest point is in the Serra de Monchique (mon-CHEE-kay). A major wetland in this region is a series of 
marshes, lagoons and salt flats known as the Ria Formosa. This region’s city of Lagos hosted Europe’s first slave market, and 
its Sagres Fortress is a proposed site of Prince Henry’s school of navigation and overlooks Cabo Sao Vicente. Faro is this 
region’s principal city. FTP, name this region between the Guadiana (gwa-dee-AH-na) River and the Atlantic Ocean on 
Portugal’s southern coast. 

Answer: the Algarve 

22. Lakes in one region with this name include Darbandikhan (dar-BAN-de-han) and Duhok, and a mountain known as 
the Black Tent, Cixi (JEE-chee) Dere, is its highest point. That region has its capital at a city its inhabitants call 
Hewler. In another nation, a corridor between Qamishli (ka-MEESH-lee) and Al Hasakah, extending to Jabal al-Akrad is 
given this name. A short-lived kingdom with this name had its capital at Sulemani, but was reconquered in favor of split 
invested governances such as a namesake province with capital Sanandaj; that one is part of a larger region which 
colloquially includes the saline Lake Urmia. The largest portion of this divided region includes the city of Diyarbakir (dee-
YAR-ba-keer) and is centered on Lake Van. FTP, give the common name of these provinces and regions, a regional name for 
the largest ethnicity currently without a home country in the Middle East. 

Answer: Kurdistan (or Qordestan) (prompt on “Northern Iraq” before the end of the second sentence) 

23. Artesian springs between this valley’s villages of Tegerman and Uzumchilik (oo-zoom-CHEE-lik) produce a vast 
region of quicksand at its center which is tapped for agriculture. This valley is narrowest in its Spitamen District, 
which contains a series of barren hills called adyr. The Yodgorlik Factory in this valley produces fabrics known as 
khanatlas (ha-NAT-las), which are made from a mixture involving cotton called adras. A type of “blood-sweating” animal 
purchased from this valley’s Dayuan people by the Han Dynasty were actually raised on the Mirzachul (MEER-za-chool) 
Steppe to its west, and were its famous “Heavenly Horses.” The Chatkal and Kurama Ranges bound this valley on the north, 
while the Zeravshan Mountains were nicknamed “the gold strewer” due to placer deposits in this valley in which forms the 
Syr Darya River. FTP, name this silk producing valley containing the second largest Kyrgyz city of Osh, the Tajik city of 
Khujand and the city of Kokand in Uzbekistan. 

Answer: Ferghana Valley 

24. The Mehedenţi (me-he-DEN-tsi) Mountains terminate at the north end of this feature. The fortresses of Drobeta and 
Golubac (go-loo-BATS) guard its west entrance, after which travelers reach the Ljupovska (lyoo-POV-ska) Valley, 
followed by the Gospodjin (go-SPO-jin). This feature passes the oldest European planned settlement, Lepenski Vir. 
The former island of Ada Kaleh was found within this location. A rock called the Greben is the chief hazard of its Great 
Kazan, the narrowest and deepest portion of this feature which was crossed by a road of Apollodorus and commemorated by 
the Tabula Traiana opposite a carving of the chief Decebalus. The Prigrada was a series of treacherous rocks along this route 
which is now covered by a lake which overlies the flooded Orşova Gorge at Gura Văii, after which its river enters the 
Wallachian Plain through the gorge of the Sip. FTP, name this gorge of the Danube, home to a dam on the border of Serbia 
and Romania. 

Answer: Ðerdap Gorge or the Iron Gates or the Porţile de Fier 

25. Carnival celebrations in this city exhibit its Parata sword dance and singing contests known as għana. This city 
experiences the northwestern majjistral and the northeastern grigal winds. A series of tunnels beneath this city’s 
Barakka Gardens housed a military command center known as its Lascaris War Rooms. This city’s remaining 
Muslim population worships at the Al Fateh mosque in adjacent Floriana. This city’s main religious structure is a co-
cathedral whose equal is St. Paul’s Church in Mdina. The In Guardia military pageant is celebrated in this city’s Fort St. 
Elmo, which lies at the intersection of its Grand and Maramxett (ma-ram-JET) Harbors. This city on the Sciberras 
Peninsula’s ambassadors are still received at its Red State Room in its Grand Masters’ Palace, whose first namesake was the 
leader of the Knights of St. John that founded this city. FTP, name this largest city on the island of Gozo and capital of Malta. 

Answer: Valletta 

26. The Nsinga and Dema peoples were displaced during the creation of this body of water, whose name comes from the 
Nyungwe for “finish the job.” This body of water runs through a canyon between the Movuradonha (mo-voo-ra-
DON-ya) Mountains and the Montes Couesse (koo-ES-say). The Magoe National Park was established by the Tchuma 



Tchato (CHOO-ma CHA-to) Wildlife Management Program on the south shore of this lake. This body of water 
extends from the inflow of the Luangua to just above the Capoche (ca-PO-chay) junction at Songo. Electric lines that pass 
through Pafuri begin at a dam on this lake that supplies the coal mines at Moatize as well as the downstream community of 
Tete. This lake’s level depends on outflow from the upstream Kariba Dam. FTP, name this lake created by a namesake dam 
on the Zambezi River, the largest lake in Mozambique. 

Answer: Lake Cahora Bassa (or Cabora Bassa) 

27. This city relied on a terraced irrigation system known as the sukakollo (soo-ka-KO-yo). Its Kantatayita (kan-ta-ta-
TEE-ya), still being deciphered, is a heap of carved slabs bearing geometric designs. The gold treasures of its 
necropolis of Putuni was raided upon excavation by the amateur archaeologist Fritz Buck. The enclosure of Kheri-
Kala and a partially submerged semi-subterranean courtyard are also part of this city. The most visible structure at this 
likely Puquina (poo-KEE-na)-speaking city is its Akapana Pyramid, which was perhaps used for water storage. A ritual 
platform complex hosting the Ponce monolith called the Kalasasaya (ka-la-sa-SA-ya) is surrounded by priest’s quarters at 
this location on the Chilla (CHEE-ya) River, where several hundred-ton monoliths have been unearthed at its Temple of 
Puma Punku, which contain several carvings of the Staff God. This site containing two calendars on its Gates of the Sun and 
Moon was later built over by Late-coming Incas. FTP, what is this ruined stone city in Bolivia believed by the Inca to be the 
origin of man? 

Answer: Tiahuanaco 

28. A 1994 study by Hartung and Koeberl (KER-berl) suggested the basin now occupied by this body of water as a source 
crater for the Australasian tektite meteorite field. The Dangrek and Cardamom Mountains define that basin which 
includes the plain of the Veal Poc. The Sreng and Sen Rivers flow into this body of water in which a fisherman supposedly 
found the Sword of Victory in a fishing net and gave it to Chao Phraya Chakri. Another civilization built a network of canals 
and reservoirs connected to this lake, whose tributaries support modern cities like Battambang, and which is fed by a 
reversing river during the monsoon season, to supply cities like Yasodhara (ya-so-DA-ra) and Angkor. FTP, name this central 
lake of the Khmer Empire, a tributary to the Mekong River in central Cambodia. 

Answer: Tonle Sap 

29. A 1960s era policy saw the habitat of one population of this species reduced for pyrethrum cultivation. A center at 
Rumangabo (roo-man-GA-bo) that bears the name Senkwekwe has the only captive population of this species, which 
are survivors of a massacre at Bikenge. Mbuti nets may inadvertently snare this animal which is threatened by charcoal 
smuggling. The Jomba site frequented by these animals is found in the Mikeno Sector of the westernmost national park 
which protects them. A facility monitoring this species has been internally displaced to Musanze. The Hagenia (ha-JEN-ya) 
and Giant Senecio zones of Karisimbi, Mikeno and Visoke are home to most of their population, half of which is found in the 
Bwindi Impenetrable Forest, while smaller groups dwell in the Parc National des Volcans of Rwanda and in the Virunga 
region of the Congo. FTP, name these large primates which have longer hair and shorter arms than their lowland relatives. 

Answer: Highland Gorillas or Mountain Gorillas or Gorilla berengei berengei 

30. Some of these items are attributed to a recent ancestor named Tamake, but they were certainly in use before the 
arrival of missionaries from Upolu. They would have been used in conjunction with lessons dispensed at a maneba 
utilizing principles represented by imaginary rafters called oka. They are found adjacent to a beach known for 
disappearing and reappearing near Tamaroa, from which they are no longer visible. Three further examples of these items 
have also been found on Butaritari (boo-TA-ree-TA-ree). Two of them likely represented exile. A missing example pointed 
toward Gemini in winter and would have indicated Onotoa. Two pairs of them align with Tamana, and possibly with more 
distant Orona. Eight of these items remain following sketches made by Captain E.V. Ward, including one that indicated the 
current rin teaira, represented Nikunau, and was called the “Death Stone.” FTP, name these educational tools which served 
as directional guides made out of coral found on the island of Arorae in Kiribati. 

Answer: Navigation Stones of Arorae or Te Atibu-ni-Borau Arorae 
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31. Ages defined by this mountain include the Sacobia, Crow Valley and Buag periods. An earlier incarnation of this 
mountain remains in plugs at Bituian (bi-TOO-yan) and Tapungho (ta-PUNG-ho), as well as a feature at its center 
known as Tayawan. A forested dome obscures most of this mountain from the surrounding plains, and Mt. Tapalau, 
not this mountain, is the highest point of its Cabusilan (ka-BOO-see-lan) Range. Many of its nation’s Aeta peoples perished 
on this mountain, including many in the village of Inarauro (ee-na-RAU-ro). The provinces of Zambales, Tarlac and 
Pampanga form a tri-point at this mountain that created a compound disaster with Typhoon Yunya, creating lahars that 
reached the edge of Clark Air Force Base. FTP, name this volcano that erupted in June, 1991, spreading ash across the South 
China Sea from its position in Luzon in the Philippines. 

Answer: Mt. Pinatubo 

32. The cane warbler and the Roso lark are endemic to this country. The ethnomusicology of this nation includes a type of  
bowed chordophone known as the cimbó (sim-BO), the uptempo funaná style as the polyrhythmic batuke. Its 
easternmost point is marked by the lighthouse of Morro Negro, and the Curral Velho is a ghost town near that point on 
Boa Vista. The overlapping ridges of the Serra da Malagueta (ma-la-GWE-ta) tower over its main settlement, while the peak 
of Tope de Caroa is the highest point of its northern archipelago. Its capital contains the Sucupira Market in its Platô district 
and the Fortaleza of São Felipe in its Cidade Velha. Santa Luzia is the only uninhabited island of its Barlavento (bar-la-VEN-
to) group, and its Sotavento (so-ta-VEN-to) group includes the volcanic, coffee-growing Fogo. This nation’s chief port is 
Mindelo on São Vicente. FTP, name this country whose capital lies on Santiago Island and is the city of Praia. 

Answer: Republic of Cape Verde or Republica de Cabo Verde or Kabu Verdi 

33. A series of gas explosions beneath this city destroyed its neighborhood of Analco. Settlements called Nochixtlan (no-
cheex-LAN) and Tlacotán (tlah-ko-TAN) were two failed attempts to establish what would become this city on the 
land of the Wixarika (wee-sha-REE-ka) people. This city’s Colomos Forest once supplied most of its water, and rivers 
flow through Colimilla (ko-lee-MEE-ya) and Huentitán (wen-ti-TAN) Gorges to the east and north of this city. 
Tlaquepaque is an upscale suburb of this city, while a basilica in Zapopan is a pilgrimage site connected with a Marian statue. 
The shrinking Lake Chapala is southeast of this city in the Valley of Atemajac (ah-te-MA-hak) which stands on San Juan de 
Dios Creek. A former orphanage in this city contains 340 murals of José Orozco, its Cabañas Hospice, which stands on the 
opposite end of Tapatía Plaza from the Degollado (de-go-YA-do) Theatre. Another square in this city saw the birthplace of 
the Mariachi movement. FTP, name this capital of Jalisco state and Mexico’s second largest city. 

Answer: Guadalajara 


